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Mr warburton baker

Keen observers of Warburtons television commercials will be noticing Jonathan Warburton, the chairman, in a cameo role. The Bolton bread company is pumping £22m into a marketing campaign to consolidate its position as market leader. In 2007 profits were down 13% to £48.8m sales of £414m. The
deal is worth £300 million. Significant dividends since 1994 should take the family to £330m. This baker's kids need to work, says Jonathan Warburton telegraph.co.uk Jonathan Warburton of the fifth generation to lead the family bakery business, which sells more than £200 million in bread a year. He and
two of his first cousins handed the company over from a medium-sized Lancashire store to the country's largest baker. She has three teenage children and says none of them will inherit a single stake in the family business unless they can prove they deserve it. My children have been told they're not going
to sit anywhere and sit on their asses, he said. A university degree is desirable but optional, he says. However, holding down the right job is essential before they should be allowed to enjoy the considerable riches the bread company generates. Last year, the family paid itself a dividend of £5.4million. He
took over the family business in his early 30s after spending years on the road as an Unilever agent. I want one of my children to be so interested in joining me. But none of the leaders will want to work for them if they are numpty regardless of their surname, he said. -------------------- the Warburton lifestyle
- Jonathan Warburton's February 19, 2003 Warburton's company is not just a business chairman Jonathan Warburton, it's a way of life. It's a very privileged situation. The opportunity to do it is pretty unique. You have the potential to make big decisions, but you also have a huge responsibility, especially
for those who work for you, he says. All four members of the last generation of Warburtons left work on the same day the three cousins took over. While proud of their heritage, Jonathan and the others don't live in the past. We don't have the kind of business that spends a lot of time looking at the past.
Family businesses tend to do so, but today customers are worried about the here and now - and the future. It's a long tradition to have dynamnesis, but that's it, and we tend not to look behind us all the time, he says. Dedicated Jonathan remains committed to the philosophy of a family company selling
traditionally baked bread freshness and quality you can taste - from vision to become Britain's favourite baker. When we took over the company 16 years ago, we decided to take it to a new level and turn it into a national brand, says Jonathan. In recent years, large supermarket chains have expanded
enormously, as well as stores, and last December announced it was investing more than 30m in the first foray into the south-east. But while it sells a variety of bread products, 70 percent of the call is still on white bread and wax-paper wrapped in Toastie is still the bestseller. Jonathan says it's his
personal favourite - and he even eats it smooth, un toasted, without butter. The power of the Warburton dynasty was its harmony - there is no courtroom stab in the back here. The three cousins are very close. We're good friends and colleagues, too, and we get along very well, he says. -----------------------
--- The family company that blows its own trumpet - Jonathan Warburton Anthony Reuben Business reporter, BBC News When Jonathan Warburton went to an advertising agency in the late 1980s to discuss television commercials he wanted to put in the family bread business, his ideas were met with a
lukewarm reception. Jonathan Warburton convinced his parents to be in the first commercials:We thought he was going to talk about Canadian wheat, and the creative director said, This is probably the most boring story I've ever heard - the only interesting thing about you is your family. Jonathan
Warburton had to convince his parents to appear in the first commercials. This was the time when Bernard Matthews and a guy named Victor Kiam were doing commercials, he told the BBC. Mr. Kiam was the man who famously loved the Remington razor enough to buy the company. I was just a fading
young man, too cheeky for my own good, and I think my mom and dad felt sorry for me, and I thought, Ah, bless him, we're going to do it. So cheesy Almost 20 years later, Warburtons is the UK's top baker and the second most valuable grocery brand after Coca Cola, according to consumer ratings firm
ACNielsen. Part of the fifth generation of Warburton family bakers, Jonathan is now chairman of the company. The company's first national ad features his voice and dog. It caused a certain amount of confusion for the sixth generation, with contemporaries of the 15-year-old daughter describing the
commercial as so corny. Nevertheless, putting in a nationwide ad is a sign of how far Warburtons have come. Less than a quarter of a century ago, the company had no bakeries outside Lancashire, and just a few years ago few people in the south of England heard of it. Flat cap and whippets The growth
of a Lancashire local outfit by the national brand - ahead of the two other national giants, Hovis and Kingsmill, both owned by major food groups - has been down to a purposeful focus and a well-established strategy. 2006 BREAD SALE Rank Hovis truck from Warburtons Warburtons: £514.3m Hovis:
£403.1m Kingsmill: £282.3m Source: ACNielsen/Checkout In-store bakeries vs sliced bread bags There's this kind of flat cap and whippet routine, says Jonathan Warburton, where he's gone out and said Don't worry about us, we're just a little Bolton bakery - we're not going to cause anyone any trouble.
The first step to getting into a new market is to open a warehouse where you can heat the bread to keep it fresh. If the move to the new region is successful, the company will build a bakery there. The £250m they have invested this past six years has taken them into second place in ACNielsen's top 10
grocery brands, with Hovis in fourth place and Kingsmill falling behind in ninth place. I hope it will eventually become a dominant brand, Jonathan Warburton says. It would be nice if it was ours. Our goal obviously is, but so is theirs. Another factor in Warburtons' strategy, Jonathan says, is his reluctance
to make aggressive price proming - something he says his competitors are much more willing to do. Instead, the company managed to convince supermarkets to pay three times more for their products in three years as rising wheat and energy prices raised costs. When you say we're going to raise our
prices, if you have a strong case, you have to stick to it, because once you get hit back, every time you leave, they tell you to come back in a week. Warburtons seems to have got away with raising prices because the innovation and popularity of its products means that supermarkets have been unable to
withstand price increases the way they do with commodity products like milk. In and out of crates of bread bread goes in crates at Tesco and various well everyone else still has, relationships with the big retailers are still sometimes a bit sticky. You have to accept that on one occasion you're next to one
and you've fallen out with another, Jonathan Warburton says. The trick is to make sure you're in favor and fall out in equal quantities. Looking around the Back o'th' Bank bakery next to the company's headquarters in Bolton, the importance of supermarkets is easy to see. Bacased, sliced bread is
delivered in plastic crates from your production line, which are ready for shipment. Everything except bread goes to Tesco, which must be removed from the standard bins and put in different, Tesco bins. Mr Warburton says that he is pulled from kicking and screaming with the help of new crates, but now
sees health and safety benefits and wishes other retailers could use them as well. Encouraging hard work with Jonathan Warburton's father, two uncles and cousins all retired on the same day in 1988. Breadbreads The gaps in these breads are made from a jet of water that has been fired at the dough
ever since, run by Jonathan and his cousins Ross and Brett. Last year, the company appointed a new managing director, Robert Higginson, who came from within the company but not within the family. The president's decisions will ever give him family events? If we didn't do it too well, I'm sure we would
have had those unspoken things at family reunions - It was all because we wouldn't let little Johnnie in - he really would have run the business. But it's a very good incentive to work hard, I'm telling you. ----------------------- Bread winner - Jonathan Warburton enforbusiness.com - Tuesday, 08 May 2007
Family-owned bakery company Warburtons has just been named as the UK's second most popular brand. Jonathan Warburton explains that the Bolton-based business has grown into a small regional player in Britain's Favourite Baker. When the business partnership organisation - set up to promote best
practice in the North West - was looking for someone to advise on branding, Jonathan Warburton was the obvious choice. Warburtons' distinctive wax-paper loaves have long been the favourite in the great Manchester heartland, but when cousins Jonathan, Brett and Ross took over in 1989, his reputation
wasn't all that well established in other parts of the region, let alone the country. Since then, the company has started an expansion strategy focused on different sets of brand values. Founded in 1876, the business is increasingly becoming a national player and has spent more than £300million over the
past six years opening new bakeries and upgrading the existing plant, the best-invested food business in the country bar, according to Jonathan Warburton. Looks like he's paying dividends. Over the same period, the company's share of the UK bread market increased eight or ninefold, with turnover rising
from just over £200m in 2001 to £420m this year. The Guardian recently described it as the equivalent of a stealth bomber in the food trade, due to its rather ubiquitous presence north of the M25, largely unknown in the capital. Warburtons was recently named as the country's second most popular brand
with more than 74,000 coffers checked in the annual Checkout survey, beaten only by Coca Cola. Yet in london's field, the chairman of a bakery business with 4,500 employees still faces ignorance. Now here we are, that's your new answer, given that the company has finally started selling its goods in
the capital. We call it missionary work. Jonathan, Brett (now managing director) and Ross (now non-executive) are the fifth generation Warburtons to run the deal. They were taken over together when the fathers (who had to deal with the intervention of the previous generation) took the bold step of
resigning collectively on the same day - a lesson Jonathan says they'll hopefully remember when the time is nearing the end. Although professional leaders with wet ent-nanny are the first Year 20, Jonathan says he had a clear idea of what to do with a business that had already begun to exasperate his



way. He had 100 high street bakeries - none of which were called warburtons - a fish farm, a number plate shop, a pie and a jewellery store, among others. We realized the only thing we were interested in was the bakery. It was the only one with our name on the door. The branding exercise that followed
now looks inspired, but was taken purely because it seemed like the right thing to do. Unlike most competitors, Warburtons has never manufactured private label or private label products from retailers. You always rent a private label business – you never own it, he explains. Furthermore, after a
conversation with a local market stall grocer who asked for permission to charge more than the RRP for the company's white loaves, the Warburtons realized that people were willing to pay a premium for what they perceived to be an excellent product. He actually sold more because the consumer
understood the product quality benefit says Jonathan. These things gave the company unique selling points, and Jonathan felt if they could properly explain that consumers would be pretty turned on by the brand. It was based on the fact that we are the only company in the world that contract to grow
special varieties of wheat both in Canada and here in the UK, he explains. All our trucks and distribution warehouses can be heated to keep the bread moist. All this increases the extra costs and we spend a lot of money on our inventory and bakeries. However, when explaining the story to a creative
director in London, he was crestfallen when the old agency hand replied to the most boring story I had ever heard. The agency explained that the fact the Warburtons had fifth-generation bakers was worthwhile and advised to use family members in the ads. Jonathan was initially skeptical - the only people
who appeared in their TV ads back then were Bootiful's Bernard Matthews and Victor Kiam. However, the commercials in which Jonathan eventually convinced Father Derrick and Mother Joyce to be stars managed to convey the message of baking knowledge and craftsmanship that the business was
keen to convey. It transformed the way we went about promoting the brand, but it was good luck in one fella, he says. Literally, the creative director told me that it was so boring to talk about Canada. Still, the specialty wheat, heated vans and the rational side of brand development were just as important
in business sales to customers - large multiples and supermarkets. Warburtons was undoubtedly a beneficiary of the growing power of large retailers, but this on its own terms. For example, Jonathan believes that publicly cited rivals can discount up to 40 percent of the bread they make in order to fill
bakeries and chase volumes to keep shareholders happy. Warburtons, meanwhile, can afford to have a longer-term prospect and usually only discounts about five per cent of its product range. He also recalls the story that tesco's former commercial director gave him huge bullshit for spending £54million
on the 200,000-square-metre bakery he opened at Enfield in 2003 without first consulting the supermarket giant about his plans. Click to see real size I sat there like a boxer being knocked around, and the thing I can say to him - which gave me an awful lot of joy - was, but that's my money. He classifies
that, of course, as it's not just his. He says he has been incredibly lucky to have such strong support from the small base of family shareholders that he owns the business. But we were profitable, which makes shareholders happy, and we've become a mandatory stock. If you don't, you'll always fight.
Branding was equally important within the company as it pushed it far south of its northern hinterland through Scotland and the Midlands. We have employees in London who have no ties to the country, let alone the company, he says. To counter this, the company has a lengthy induction process and
Jonathan spends up to three months a year traveling around the company's warehouses meeting small groups of staff members to make sure that the message eventually intreats the entire organization. We think that this is a rally call and that people working in the business know where they stand. We
are working very hard to have a clear set of values. If this sounds like it's disappearing into the world of advice-talk, Jonathan makes it clear that the values the company supports are essentially northern - simple, honest and straight-talking. He says brett's cousin, who is in charge of quality control, often
finds himself calling bakeries for odd hours (especially when Bolton Wanderers played nearby) and spends much of his time liaising with the production staff who can spot the fake a mile off. Anyway, he argues that it had the desired effect because the company that once struggled to get people to relocate
bolton - I think they thought Timber Wolves would pounce off Winter Hill for half a year - now has few problems recruiting quality people. He argues that staff's relationship with the brand can be strengthened by finding someone to hate. It's a strategy that everyone from Richard Branson and Stelios Haji-
ionnaut to Alex Ferguson has used different extremes, but developing a siege mentality against rivals can have a galvanizing effect and have a very for us, he says. Baking is a small industry – everyone meets every year so we can all lie to each other. However, with rivals thinking about getting their own
back from plaguing her rogue emails sent to the address reading out at the end of the company's new series of ads - based on real-life experiences with members of the public mimicking them in cashpoints and cinemas with product ideas - they won't be surprised to learn that it's an alias. We were
nervous about doing it, he admits. And if you e-mail me to the address, it'll reach me, but not directly to me. That's too bad. If he's looking for money-making ideas, we can pass on a lot of offers to him, even if they're all from the sons of desreplaced African bosses, with a bag of money to export. ------------
---------------- Warburtons Ltd - Jonathan Warburton answers.com Type: Private Company Address: Back O' Th' Bank House, Hereford Street, Bolton, Lancashire, BL1 8HJ, United Kingdom Telephone: (+44 01204) 531004 Fax: (+44 01204) 523361 Web: Employees: £4,230 Sales: £405.3 million ($800
million) (2006.est) Registered company: 1921 NAIC: 311812 Commercial Bakeries; 311612 Meat processed from carcases; 311821 Cookie and Cracker Manufacturing SIC: 2051 Bread, Cake &amp; Related Products; 2013 Sausages &amp; Other prepared meats; 2052 Cookies &amp; Crackers
Warburtons Ltd is the UK's largest independent bakery company. Based in Bolton, Warburtons was located opposite the original grocery store opened by the Warburton family in 1870 and largely completed its national expansion in the middle of the first decade of the 2000s. The company operates 13
bakeries across the UK, with 11 warehouse networks and its own heated transport vehicles. Warburtons produces more than two million freshly baked breads and other baked goods every day. The company is the best-selling bread brand in the UK, generates revenue of more than £405 million ($800
million) each year and claiming 26.6 per cent market share. It is also one of the fastest growing bakery groups, posting year-on-year profits of more than 18.5 per cent. Warburtons remains a privately owned, family-owned company, now led by a fifth generation founding family. Jonathan Warburton is
chairman of the company and cousin of Brett Warburton is managing director. The rest of the Warburton family also maintains a position on the company's board of directors. Under their leadership, the company invested heavily in the construction of new factories. In 2006, for example, the company
completed the construction of a £60m facility in Enfield, near London, allowing Warburtons to complete its national distribution scope. From grocer to baker in the 19th century. It was opened in Bolton, England, by Thomas Warburton in the 1870s with the financial support of his brother George. Yet much
of the family's future direction and success goes to Thomas' wife, Ellen Warburton. When sales at the grocery store dwindled in the mid-1870s, Ellen Warburton baked bread at the back of the store and within an hour marketing sold all the bread. The Blackstone Road store quickly became known for
Ellen Warburton's breads and cakes, and within two weeks the family decided to turn the grocery store into a full-fledged bakery. That year, in 1876, the store raised a new sign, Warburtons' The Bakers. The bakery provided the Warburtons with a comfortable livelihood. The growing venture also gave a
job to George Warburton's son Henry, who joined his aunt and uncle in 1890 as a 16-year-old. Henry Warburton played a big part in the business from the start, and at the age of 25, after Baker became a master, he took over the bakery. The younger Warburton played an important role in transforming
the bakery from a small artisan shop to an industrial bakery. By 1897, the store had outgrown its original site and that year opened a separate bakery, Diamond Jubilee Bakery, nearby. This facility supplied the original store, which continued to do lively business. Warburtons has evolved from local to
regional favourite. As the market grew, the company continued to expand its production and moved three more times at the outbreak of World War I. Until then, the company had placed existing buildings, which were equipped to accommodate a growing range of baking equipment and machinery. In
1915, however, Warburtons moved to the first purpose-built bakery facility, which is called Model Bakery, and later became known as the Back o'th'Bank House. Investing in success in 1937 Henry Warburton remained the head of the company, which was officially registered in 1921 until his death in
1936. During this period, Warburtons continued to invest in its manufacturing equipment. In 1921, for example, the company added a special packaging machine that allowed it to deliver its packaged bread to the Bolton area and then to the Lancashire region's food trade. This allowed the company to
grow even more strongly, and by 1937 the company's factory was again too small. By then, the company had also been severely affected by the difficult financial environment at the time. The company, led by Henry's three sons, decided to invest in a new generation of machines. New equipment included
simplex continuous oven, which significantly increased productivity. At the same time, Warburtons added a traveling oven, further increasing capacity. In this way, Warburtons has become one of the most technologically advanced bakery groups in the Lancashire region World War II. The Third Generation
Warburton family, led by Derrick Warburton, took over the company's operations during World War II. At the end of the war and at the end of the rationing warburtons continued their commitment to investment and expansion. In the early 1950s, the company made an important decision to expand its
operations, buying a number of small bakeries in the northern region of England. Over the next decade, the company expanded its industrial plant and by the mid-1960s operated five full-scale bakery factories. Growth in the supermarket sector in the UK during this time has provided a ready-made market
for Warburtons' packaged bread. Under Derrick Warburton, the company has carefully developed the Warburton brand and gained a reputation for the company's quality commitment. In order to achieve this, the company worked closely with not only its flour suppliers, but also the wheat producers
themselves. Canada, in particular, has appeared as the main source of the company's wheat. Warburtons' early quality commitment placed it in a strong position to conquer space on supermarket shelves and provide customers with pantries. The company continued to expand and, in order to maintain
proximity to new markets, began building new bakeries. In the late 1960s, for example, Warburtons put a sixth bakery in Burnley. The company continued to expand in the 1970s, with the help of the fast-growing supermarket industry. However, the transformation of the retail market meant Warburtons
could no longer rely on the little grocer to manage consumers' bread purchases. Warburtons therefore began developing an official marketing program for the first time in the 1970s. As part of this, the company has developed and launched a number of new products. This effort began in the 1960s and
included a successful milk reed launched in 1965. This bread remained one of the company's bestsellers in the next century. Extending Reach Warburtons began a drive to consolidate his position at the northern regional base in the 1980s. The company was also present in the Yorkshire region in 1984,
supported by a new bakery in Wakefield that year. By the end of the decade, the company had also opened a bakery in Newcastle, which allowed it to add the north-east region to its operations. In 1990, Warburtons re-expanded its operations by buying Sayers, a Liverpool-based bakery group that
operated more than 120 stores in the UK. By the 1990s, Warburtons had managed to become one of the leading bread companies in the north of England. The continued growth of Warburtons bakeries has allowed the family to make a number of investments in recent decades. By the early 1990s,
Warburtons had become a somewhat diversified company. in different areas beyond basic baked bread business. These included the production of malt cakes, which came with the purchase of the Soreen brand in 1959. Warburtons then built Soreen as the UK's third largest producer of malt cakes and
snacks. The company has also developed a business producing pot pies and other salt products under the Peter Hunt name; this business was expanded in 1990 when Warburtons acquired Sayers and handed over the operation of its salty products to Peter Hunt. Warburtons entered the United States in
the early 1980s and set up a subsidiary that created a chain of more than 100 bakery cafes under the Warburtons Bakery Café brand. The arrival of a new generation of Warburtons in 1991 ultimately led to a change of direction for the company. Led by co-directors Ross and Brett Warburton, with the help
of another cousin, Jonathan Warburton, the company has launched a restructuring to focus its operations around the baked bread business. Part of this strategy was the exit of U.S. operations, complete with the sale of the Warburtons Bakery Café chain Au Bon Pain Inc. in 1992. Over the next decade,
Warburtons continued to operate and sold the Soreen brand to Inter Link Foods for £9.1m in 2003. Baking towards the National Scale until 2010 is part of the motivation behind Warburtons' rationalisation effort that came with the new goal of redeveloping himself as a truly national brand. In support of this
strategy, the company launched an ambitious bakery construction programme in the mid-1990s. In 1995, for example, the company added the East Midlands region to its business by building a bakery in Eastwood, Nottingham. This factory represented the first greenfield construction made by the
company since the construction of the Model Bakery back in 1912. Warburtons next targeted Scotland, entering that market in 1998 with the launch of a bakery in Bellshill. This bakery was soon followed by the commissioning of a wednesbury bakery that extended the Warburtons brand to the West
Midlands region. Warburtons quickly gained a strong stake in any new market. In Scotland, for example, the rapid growth of Warburtons led to the expansion of its Bellshill facility in 2004. The company is encouraged to set its ambitions even higher. In 2003, the company targeted the all-important London
market and added a site in Enfield. This was followed by the construction of a new super bakery for the Yorkshire region, which was opened in Tusc around Tusca park in 2005. On entry to Wales, Warburtons bought a bakery in Newport that year. Meanwhile, growing demand for Warburtons' bread has
prompted him to buy a new facility in Stockton to supply the northern England region. For 2006, warburtons they reach around 80% of the UK population and only the southern Thames region is a niche on the corporate map. This year, however, Warburtons announced they would double the capacity of
their Enfield factory by early 2007. The expansion of the Enfield site, which included the addition of the crumpets production line, cost the company more than £45m. At the same time, Warburtons expanded its Newport factory, which allowed the company to deepen its incursion into the southwestern
region. By mid-2007, Warburtons claimed to be the UK's leading independent national bakery brand, which made up more than 95 per cent of the population and sells more than £405 million ($800 million). That year, too, the company launched its first nationwide ad campaign, tagline Bakers Born &amp;
Bred. After more than 130 years, the name Warburtons was one of the UK's most prominent and beloved food brands. Warburton's main subsidiaries operate 11 bakeries and bakery goods across the UK. main competitors United Biscuits Holdings PLC; Associated British Foods PLC; Wittington
Investments Ltd.; Brake Brothers Ltd.; RHM PLC; Northern Foods PLC; Geest Ltd.; Greggs PLC; British Bakeries Ltd.; Allied Bakeries Ltd.; Jacob's Bakery Ltd.; Inter Link Foods PLC; William Jackson and son Ltd. More reading Bread South, Spicy, October 18, 2003, 11. Carmichael, Mary, Warburtons
want to roll out Bread UK-wide, Spicy, July 1, 2006, 70. The Focus on attractive and sophisticated Premium Lines stand-out packaging turned Bakery into a £2bn market, with Warburtons doing Particularly Well, Spicy, on December 11, 2004, 57. Hunt, Julian, Quality and Tradition: A Tasty Recipe for
Growth, Spicy, September 3, 2005, 32. Major TV ads build heritage, Spicy, December 16, 2006, 132. Warburtons at Eastwood, Food Trade Review, 1995. Warburtons expands Scottish operation to £14 million bakery extension, Food Trade Review, March 2004, p. 166. January 15 - M. L. Cohen Cohen
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